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Prepare for the perfect  S.T.O.R.M.

S:  Select

T:  Time

O:  Orientation

R:  Re-position

M: Maintenance



Select
Adhesive 

Application Method 

When to Install



Select
Selecting the proper adhesive for your 
project is critical.

Select your application method: Trowel vs 
Glue Box, Full Glue Down vs Seams.

Select the time to start: Base condition, 
installation limitations due to weather and 
personnel are key factors.

Select the proper adhesive storage.  Not to 
hot, not to cold and no wet conditions. 

Turf Claw 75 

Turf Claw MP (Multi-Purpose)

Power Claw   

Turf Claw FB (Foam Backed)  

Turf Claw Hot Melt

Rubber Claw – Tile Claw

Turf Claw QS (Quick Set 2 Part)

Properly prepare the 
base.



Time

“If you don’t have time to do it right, 
when will you have time to do it again?”

– John Wooden



Time
Take the time to plan EACH step of a seam 
project.  

Time to practice with an adhesive is 
important.

Invest the time to prepare and cut each 
seam on a proper base, do not try to “make 
it” work.

When you open the adhesive it is time for 
you and your crew to be dialed in.

Get your turf in the adhesive in the correct 
time frame.

Success

Strategize

Prepare

Execute



Orientation

Centered seam tape and a 
properly prepared smooth 
base ensures good contact 
orientation



Orientation
Be sure you know seam tape and adhesive are 
centered correctly.

Properly prepared base (solid and smooth)

Adhesive centered on seam tape. Our SL 2000 
Glue Box helps to ensure this result. 

Undulations require special attention. Frequent 
rolling or adding weight to ensure adhesive 
contact is maintained from the start is critical. 

Use our SL 1200 Red Stripe Seam Tape to ensure 
you can overlap arcs and curves.  

A base not smooth will have seam issues



Re-position

Adjust 

Inspect 

Time-sensitive



Re-Position
After turf has been laid in adhesive, it can be repositioned 
and anchored if necessary.

Be attentive to turf that can move with a lot of activity on 
the turf near your seam (particularly with turf on a pad).

This is your last chance to ensure consistent seam without 
having to return.

Do not allow adhesive to form a skin before laying in turf.

Examine 
and 
tighten 
seam if 
needed

Seam Gap      
to big  will be 
noticeable



Maintenance
Critical stage of seam install.

Adhesive and turf must 
maintain contact while curing.

Be prepared for moisture level 
variation and how to respond. 

In extreme dry conditions you 
may need to ‘mist’ adhesive 
directly or thru the turf.  

Hand rub, roll and weight 
seams if necessary to maintain 
contact.

Be aware of turf roll memory 
that will pull turf out of 
adhesive.

Avoid disruption during cure 
time.



Maintenance
Maintaining contact between adhesive and 
turf while curing is strongly emphasized.

Consider changing weather and moisture 
conditions to protect your seam and project.

Roll memory pulls turf out of adhesive so 
pay attention to end of rolls where memory 
is most often present. 

Initially, hand rub seams for best results.

Maintain seam, adhesive contact and 
position with wood, plastic panels, tiles, 
sand, spikes, etc.  Do not use too much 
weight and push glue up in to the seam.

Activity near seam during curing weakens 
bond (especially with a cushion foam pad 
base) so use caution.

Facing foul weather during glue application, 
requires additional attention to maintain 
positioning. Wind under turf is a disaster 
waiting to happen so be sure turf is anchored 
and protected in bad conditions.

Be prepared to cover seams and 
projects  from bad weather



Maintenance

Rolling Seams

Weighted seam with 
panels and infill

Weighted seam with 
wood and infill



Questions? 
Comments? 
Feedback?

Contact Us
Info@synlok.com

“Failing to prepare is preparing to fail” – John Wooden



Thank you!!

Brad Church (President) 
Brad.Church@synlok.com 828.244.0200


